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Interdiffusion in nanometer-scale multilayers investigated byin situ low-angle x-ray diffraction
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An in situ low-angle x-ray diffraction technique is used to investigate interdiffusion phenomena in various
metal-metal and metal-amorphous Si nanometer-scale compositionally modulated multilayers~ML’s !. The
temperature-dependent interdiffusivities are obtained by accurately monitoring the decay of the first-order
modulation peak as a function of annealing time. Activation enthalpies and preexponential factors for the
interdiffusion in the Fe-Ti, Ag-Bi, Fe-Mo, Mo-Si, Ni-Si, Nb-Si, and Ag-Si ML’s are determined. Activation
enthalpies and preexponential factors for the interdiffusion in the ML’s are very small compared with that in
amorphous alloys and crystalline solids. The relation between the atomic-size difference and interdiffusion in
the ML’s are investigated. The observed interdiffusion characteristics are compared with that in amorphous
alloys and crystallinea-Zr, a-Ti, and Si. The experimental results suggest that a collective atomic-jumping
mechanism govern the interdiffusion in the ML’s, the collective proposal involving 8–15 atoms moving
between extended nonequilibrium defects by thermal activation. The role of the interdiffusion in the solid-state
reaction in the ML’s is also discussed.@S0163-1829~99!01516-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multilayers ~ML’s ! are of technologically useful physica
properties and potential application in microelectron
device.1–3 ML’s can also provide a model system for scie
tists to investigate fundamental phenomena such as inter
properties, stabilization of nonequilibrium structure a
strains, and coupling interactions in magnetism and trans
behavior. Therefore, the interdiffusion study in the compo
tionally modulated ML’s are interesting subjects.3–7 From a
scientific point of view the diffusion mechanism in ML’s i
still poorly understood, and a knowledge of the interdiffusi
data and mechanism is highly desired for understanding
physical properties and phenomena in the ML’s. From
technological viewpoint, the knowledge of the interdiffusio
is an important prerequisite for application of the ML’s. Th
discovery of solid-state interfacial reaction~SSIR! in the thin
films has further added to the importance of interdiffusi
investigations in these materials. However, despite m
years of effort, the interdiffusivity in the ML’s has remaine
poorly quantified.7 This is because of the measurement d
ficulties associated with low diffusivity ~less than
10223m2/s) in the ML’s at low-annealing temperature. Th
difficulties are even higher in the amorphous ML’s becau
the measurements must be done at a sufficiently low t
perature to avoid crystallization in amorphous ML’s. T
difficulties inherent to diffusion experiments in amorpho
ML’s can also be due to the metastability, which impli
small mean-squared displacements. Rutherford backsca
ing ~RBS!, Auger electron spectroscopy~AES!, and
secondary-ion-mass spectrometry, which are normally u
to measure the diffusivity in thin film are difficult to measu
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~16!/10811~12!/$15.00
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diffusion coefficient less than 10223m2/s, which is often the
case for the ML’s.8 The measuremental data often scatter
much that they cannot be used to deduce reliable informa
on the temperature dependence of interdiffusivities. A lo
angle x-ray diffraction~XRD! technique based on the linea
ized diffusion theory has been used to study the interdif
sion phenomena in multilayer systems.9,10 The interdiffusion
information is obtained by carefully monitoring the intensi
changes of the low-angle XRD modulation peak as a fu
tion of annealing time. This is the most sensitive techniq
available for measuring diffusivities as low as 10227m2/s in
ML’s with a modulation period of a few nanometers. Resu
from this technique have been reviewed extensively.7 The
method, originally developed for crystalline materials, h
been successfully applied to measure diffusivities in am
phous ML’s.11,12 Despite the fact that a considerable amou
of interdiffusion measurements have been carried out in
ML’s, however, there are too limited systematic investig
tions to permit conclusion on the diffusion mechanism in t
ML’s.9–18On the other hand, a series of ML’s, mostly meta
metal~M-M ! ML’s and metal-Si~M-Si! ML’s, has been dis-
covered in which the amorphization reaction is attainable
interdiffusion. Reviews on the SSIR in the ML’s are give
by Johnson19 and Samwer.20 The SSIR would also decreas
the composition gradient and cause the change of the in
sity of the XRD modulation peaks,11 and may cause unprec
ise values for diffusion constants. Meanwhile, little is know
about the relation between the solid-state amorphization
interdiffusion, and without the knowledge it is impossib
either to predict or to control the SSIR in a rational manne19

In this paper, a systematic investigation of interdiffusi
phenomena in representative M-M and M-Si ML’s is carri
10 811 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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10 812 PRB 59WANG, BAI, ZHANG, ZHAO, ZHANG, AND WANG
out by thein situ low-angle XRD technique, and this metho
can measure the intensity of the modulation peak accura
and discriminate the effect of interfacial reactions, precip
tion, and crystallization on the intensity in reactive ML’
The pure interdiffusion process can be achieved for th
ML’s by suitable deposition of the samples and monitored
the in situ XRD technique. This paper does not only increa
the data based on reliable measurements, but also finds
diffusion characteristics in the ML’s. The obtained interd
fusion data are compared to the literature data available
ML’s, amorphous alloys, and to data for comparable crys
line solid. It is noted that fewer interdiffusion investigation
have been made to compare the discrepancies betwee
M-M and metal-metalloid ML systems. In present studies
comparison to the diffusion characteristic of the two types
ML’s is presented, and such systematic investigations
necessary for formulating the general diffusion features
mechanism in ML’s. The interdiffusion characteristics in t
ML’s are interpreted by the extended defect-controlle
interstitial-like diffusion mechanism, and the basic diffusi
step involves a collective motion of a group of atoms. T
relation between the interdiffusion and SSIR in the react
ML’s is also discussed.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation

Nanometer-scale compositional-modulated ML’s we
prepared by ion-beam sputtering from alternating eleme
targets in a chamber with a base pressure of 131027 Torr.
Single-crystal Si~100! wafers were used as substrates a
cooled by water through a substrate holder. The sam
were sputtered in pure Ar atmosphere under pressure
831024 Torr. The total thickness of the films was about 0
mm. The modulation period~L! of the ML’s ranges from 2 to
10 nm~L is the sum of thickness of the two sublayers!. There
are more than 100 modulation periods for the investiga
ML’s. An amorphous Si layer, about 10 nm in thickness, w
capped onto the surface of the sample to avoid oxida
during the subsequent anneals. Details of the sample pr
ration were described at length in previous publications.21–23

It is found that the compositional modulation ML pass
through two distinct processes depending on the annea
temperature range: a pure interdiffusion process and a s
state reaction process. The interdiffusion process prec
the SSIR during anneals. This was confirmed by a high-an
XRD combined with a high-resolution transmission-electr
microscope~HRTEM! observation. This phenomenon h
also been found in other literature.11 Figure 1 contains rep
resentative XRD curves of Ni-Si ML at various anneali
processes and the schematic diagram of the Ni compos
distribution in the ML in different annealing processes. As
result of initial intermixing in the deposition process, th
amorphous Ni-Si multilayer consists of a Ni-rich amorphou
silicide sublayer with a small concentration of Si and Si-ri
amorphous-silicide sublayer with a small concentration
Ni. The modulation structure was obtained by continui
deposition during the target-alteration process. The mod
tion structure of other as-deposited ML’s is similar with th
of Ni-Si ML. The annealing process from 423 to 613 K is
pure interdiffusion process for Ni-Si ML’s and the anneali
ly
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leads to only homogenization of the modulation composit
gradient as shown in Fig. 2~d!. This result has also bee
confirmed by transmission electron microscope~TEM!

observation.15,21 Above 673 K, the process is due to SSI
resulting in the Ni2Si formation. The interdiffusivities of
these ML’s are measured in the temperature range assoc
with pure interdiffusion.

B. Low angle x-ray scattering

The modulation structure and the microstructure of
ML were examined using AES@performed in a PHI-610
AES#, low-angle XRD and HRTEM. All of the investigate
as-deposited ML’s have good modulation structure.24,25As a
representative example, the AES depth profile from the
deposited Fe-Ti ML is shown in Fig. 2. It exhibits a goo
compositional modulation structure with a shorter modu
tion periodL52.0 nm. The modulation periodL was deter-

FIG. 1. High-angle x-ray diffraction pattern of the amorpho
Ni-Si ML with L54.8 nm and total thickness 0.8mm. ~a! as-
deposited state;~b! annealing at 613 K;~c! annealing at 673 K;~d!
schematic profile of the Ni concentration for the as-deposited st
annealed at 613 K, and annealed at 473 K of Ni-Si ML, resp
tively. The decrease of the amplitude of the Ni concentration cu
is an indication of interdiffusion in the ML’s.

FIG. 2. Auger depth profile of Fe-Ti multilayer withL
52.0 nm. The composition of the ML is 50 at% Fe. The Aug
spectrum shows the good composition modulation structure of
nanometer scale ML.
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PRB 59 10 813INTERDIFFUSION IN NANOMETER-SCALE . . .
mined using low-angle XRD and confirmed by HRTEM.
composition modulation structure, just like the Bragg latti
gives rise to Bragg reflections or modulation peaks at
low-angle region (0°,2u,15°) in the XRD pattern. The
value of L should be derived by using a modified Bragg
law, which takes into account the real part of the deviatiod
of the refractive index from unity.26 The modified Bragg law
is:

sin2 un5S nl

2L D 2

12d, ~1!

wheren is the order of the XRD modulation peak,un the
diffraction angle of thenth order modulation peak, andl the
x-ray wavelength. The modulation periods of the ML’s we
accurately determined by using Eq.~1! and confirmed by
cross-sectional HRTEM and other experimen
techniques.15,16,21–23 Table I presents the modulated
structural data for these ML’s.

The in situ x-ray diffraction was performed on a Rigak
PSPC/MDG diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation. The dif-
fracted x-ray was detected by a positional-sensitive prop
tional counter~PSPC! in 2u angle range 0–150°. The annea
ing process was performed in pure Ar atmosphere. The
gas protection anda-Si cap layer were found to be effectiv
in blocking gaseous impurities from entering the films duri
the annealing process. AES depth profiles from the
deposited and the annealed samples show that the ox
effect is below the detection limit.In situ technique togethe
with PSPC can successively measure the intensity of
modulation peak under identical diffraction conditions f
the same sample over the whole annealing period. In
way the intensity measuremental error is minimized. This
critical for intensity measurement, as small variations
sample position and alignment lead to large intens
changes in the modulation peaks. The uncertainty in
measurement of intensity of the modulation peak was e
mated by measuring the same modulation peak several t
without annealing between measurements. The maximum
the uncertainty for the intensity measurements is about
The phase transition that may be caused by annealing in
ML is monitored simultaneously by high-angle XRD in th
measuremental process, thus the interdiffusion investigat
at pure interdiffusion process of the sample are guarante

TABLE I. The modulated structural and compositional data
the investigated ML’s.N is the number of the XRD modulation
peaks. The total thickness of the ML’s is about 0.8mm. There are
more than 100 modulation periods for each investigated ML.

System L(nm) Composition~at. %! N

Fe-Ti 2.0 50.0 Fe 2
9.0 51.5 Fe 5

Ag-Bi 9.0 45.0 Ag 4
Fe-Mo 2.74 50.0 Fe 2
Mo-Si 2.6 35.0 Mo 2
Ni-Si 4.8 49.2 Ni 2
Nb-Si 3.2 50.0 Nb 2
Ag-Si 6.7 43.0 Ag 4
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III. DIFFUSION THEORY

Interdiffusion in ML’s can be determined from the rate
homogenization of compositional modulation structure of
ML’s. According to the theory developed by Cahn an
Hilliard,25,26 a correction must be applied to Fick’s law fo
compositionally inhomogeneous systems. In the o
dimensional case it is

]c

]t
5D

]2c

]x22
2D

f 9
k

]4c

]x4 , ~2!

whereD is the bulk interdiffusivity,c the atomic fraction of
the components in positionx at time t, f 9 is the second de-
rivative of the Helmholtz-free energy, andk is the gradient-
energy coefficient. For a composition modulation of sm
amplitudeD, f 9 andk are independent of composition. Un
der these conditions a particular solution to Eq.~2! is

c5expF2Db2S 11
2kb2

f 9 D t Gcosbx, ~3!

where b52p/L is the wave number of the compositio
wave. In fact, in highly interdiffused ML’s, an approximate
cosinusoidal composition modulation can be obtained dur
the as-deposited process. The effective interdiffusivity
given by

De5DS 11
2kb2

f 9 D . ~4!

The intensityI of the first-order low-angle x-ray modulatio
peak is proportional to the square of amplitude of the fi
Fourier component of the modulation composition25 and de-
pends on the effective interdiffusivityDe of the ML’s. By
assuming that the linear decay of the first-order modulat
peak represents the process in the isconfigurational co
tion, in the kinematic diffraction approximation, the decay
the I (t) is related to the effective interdiffusion coefficien
by7

De5
2L2

8p2

d

dt
lnF I ~ t !

I ~0!G . ~5!

The logarithm of the intensity of the modulation peak w
plotted against the annealing time. The interdiffusion coe
cients were determined from the slopes of the straight
versus annealing time. Thus, it is critical for the measu
ments ofDe to minimize the intensity error in the annealin
process.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Application to metal-metal multilayers

The x-ray interference peaks due to the compositiona
modulated structure are observed for all the investiga
ML’s in this paper. For Fe-Ti ML withL59.0 nm, the XRD
modulation peaks up to the 5th order have been obser

r
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10 814 PRB 59WANG, BAI, ZHANG, ZHAO, ZHANG, AND WANG
The number of the XRD modulation peaks for each stud
ML is given in Table I. As an example, the low-angle XR
pattern of the as-deposited Fe-Ti ML (L52.0 nm) is shown
in Fig. 3. The ML has a sharp modulation peak atu
54.44° and a weak peak at 2u58.74°. In the aim to evalu-
ate the modulation structure and interface roughnesss. @The
interface roughness is the degree of the structural imper
tions at the interfaces induced by the intermixing during
deposition process or by the structural misfit of the subl
ers# of the ML, a fit to the low-angle x-ray spectrum bas
on the dynamical scattering theory27 and the roughnes
model of Nevot and Croce28 has been done to provide info
mation about the interface roughness and modulation st
ture. The dotted line in Fig. 3 represents the simulation p
tern calculated for the rectangular composition profi
Clearly, the measured pattern is in good agreement with
calculated one. The measured angular position of the mo
lation peaks accurately coincides with the calculated o
According to the fit, the roughness of the inner interfaces
Fe-Ti ML’s is 0.8 nm. The measured peaks are weaker
broader than the calculated one, and the difference is du
the structural imperfection such as variation in period, co
position gradients, and intermixing during the depositi
process at the interfaces.29–31Despite considerable imperfec
tion, a good composition modulation along the film-grow
direction is maintained in the studied ML’s as evidenced
the x-ray spectra fit, AES depth profile, and cross-sectio
TEM.23

Figure 4 represents a typical plot of the logarithm of t
normalized intensity of the first modulation peak versus ti
at various annealing temperatures. No evidence for ph
transition was detected by either XRD or TEM during t
annealing processes in the Fe-Ti ML. This indicates the
vestigations were made in the pure interdiffusion stage
feature is worth noticing from the plot; the intensity exhib
a more rapid nonexponential decay in the early stage of
annealing~0–1.0 h!. This type of behavior has also bee
generally found for many other ML’s in the

FIG. 3. Low-angle x-ray diffraction pattern (Cu Ka radiation! of
the as-sputtered Fe-Ti multilayer withL52.0 nm. The low-angle
peaks indicate a composition modulation along the growth dir
tion. The dash line is a fit to the low-angle x-ray spectrum based
the dynamical scattering theory. This specimen is used in the
sequent annealing and the interdiffusion coefficients are obta
from the decay of the first modulation peak during the isotherm
annealing process.
d
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literature.4,7,12,17,18 The enhancement in intensity decay
contributed to the annihilation of the large number of no
equilibrium defects and homogenization of the steep com
sition gradient in the as-deposited multilayers at the ear
annealing stage. A relative steady exponential decay s
was obtained after 1.0 h annealing. The accuracy of Eq.~5!
for obtaining the interdiffusivity is strongly limited by the
nonequilibrium defects, and especially, the steep comp
tion gradient that exist in the early stage of the annealin7

The effective interdiffusivities were determined by the line
fit from the linear part in Fig. 4. At 458 K,De(458 K)
51.085310225m2/s. Raising the temperature to 498 K th
slope increases, indicating the temperature dependence o
interdiffusivity. The effective interdiffusivities at various an
nealing temperatures can be summarized in the Arrhe

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the interdiffusivityDe for
Fe-Ti ML. The solid line is the linear fit of the diffusion data. Th
fit indicates that the interdiffusion data display excellent Arrhen
behavior. The activation energyHe and preexponential factorD0

are obtained from the fit.

-
n
b-
ed
l

FIG. 4. Decay of the intensity of the first-order modulation pe
of Fe-Ti multilayer. (L52.0 nm) as a function of annealing time a
various annealing temperatures. A more rapid nonexponential d
in the early stage of the annealing~0–1.0 h! is contributed to the
annihilation of the large number of nonequilibrium defects and
mogenization of the steep composition gradient in the as-depos
multilayers at the earlier annealing stage. The interdiffusivities w
obtained from the linear region occurring in the later part of t
annealing process, where the local equilibrium has been reach
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PRB 59 10 815INTERDIFFUSION IN NANOMETER-SCALE . . .
plot in Fig. 5. The diffusion data displays excellent Arrhe
ius behavior. From the Arrhenius expressionDe5
D0 exp(2He/kBT), the activation energyHe and preexponen
tial factor D0 can be obtained from a plot ofDe versus
1000/T. The effective interdiffusivities are expressed asDe
51.50310222exp(20.29/kBT) @m2/s#, ~458–573 K!. kB is
the Boltzmann constant. Figure 6 shows the decays ofI (t)
for Fe-Ti ML’s with different modulation periods anneale
at 458 K. The intensity attenuation curves of Fe-Ti ML wi
L59.0 nm is much faster than that withL52.0 nm. The ef-
fective interdiffusivities for the two samples withL59.0 and
2.0 at 458 K are 1.67310224m2/s and 1.085310225m2/s,
respectively. This result indicates that the effective interd
fusivity is modulation-period dependent in Fe-Ti ML’s. Th
values ofHe and D0 for Fe-Mo, Ag-Bi ML’s ~Ag-Bi ML
with positive heat of mixing is a system where the SSIR
difficult to occur! are also obtained by using thein situ XRD
method. The results are listed in Table II.

B. Application to metal Si multilayers

The interdiffusion in the Mo-Si, Ni-Si, Nb-Si, and Ag-S
ML’s are investigated by thein situ XRD method. The ef-
fective interdiffusivities for these metal-Si ML’s can also b
summarized in the Arrhenius plot, and the obtained value

FIG. 6. Decay of intensity of the first modulation peak for t
Fe-Ti ML’s with L52.0 and 9.0 nm, respectively. The decay of t
intensity of the ML with largerL is faster than that of the ML with
smaller L, indicating theL dependent of the interdiffusion in th
ML’s.

TABLE II. The interdiffusion parameters of the studied ML’
Dr /r is the atomic-radius difference of the constituents in the M

System Dr /r (%) He ~eV! D0 (m2/s)

Ag-Bi 16.5 0.21 4.30310221

Fe-Ti 14.0 0.29 1.50310222

Fe-Mo 9.8 0.33 2.13310221

Mo-Si 5.2 0.37 6.20310221

Ni-Si 6.2 0.69 2.13310217

Ag-Si 8.7 0.24 2.02310220

Nb-Si 10.1 0.55 2.20310218
-

s

of

De andHe are listed in Table II. The obtained interdiffusio
data for Mo-Si ML are in accord with the report of Ref. 3
For the interdiffusion in the Ni-Si ML, the obtained resul
are agreement with those estimated from the studies of
growth kinetic of NiSi precipitates ina-Si,33 as well as from
investigation of the diffusion of Ni in amorphous Si by se
ondary ion-mass spectrometry and RBS.34

C. Validity of the in situ XRD interdiffusion measurements

There is a key test by which to determine whether
method can be used to correctly measure the interdiffusi
in solid, that is, the obtained interdiffusivities as a functi
of temperature should be described by the Arrhen
relation.35,36 The diffusion data from our experiments fo
various systems display excellent Arrhenius behavior. T
consisted Arrhenius behavior ofDe suggests that thein situ
XRD is the most sensitive method available to probe int
diffusion information of the ML’s with nanometer scaledL
at low temperatures. This was also verified by a series
other studies.10–18The values ofDe for above ML’s are quite
low (10223– 10225m2/s) compared with the extrapolation o
the published high-temperature diffusion data in bulk allo
metals,37 and crystalline silicon.38 However, they are similar
to those reported in many other ML’s~Refs. 7, 17, and 18!
and amorphous alloys.39–42 The interdiffusion behavior in
the ML’s is characterized by two parameters, the preex
nential factorD0 and the activation energyHe . The interdif-
fusion parameters obtained in this paper are summarize
Table II. To see any distinct difference in ML’sD0 andHe
in the ML’s are compared to other amorphous and crystal
solids and shown in Table III. The obtained values
D0(10217– 10222m2/s) are much smaller than the typic
values of that in crystalline materials (1025– 1027 m2/s),
and the differences are more than ten orders of magnitu
The values ofD0 for liquid metal and amorphous alloys ar
normally much smaller than that of corresponding crystall
materials. The feature ofD0 in the ML’s is similar to that of
liquid metals and amorphous alloys.7,47 The feature can
hardly be attributed to the routine of experimental errors, a
is related to the peculiar diffusion mechanism in the ML
We will discuss this in detail in Sec. IV E.

The values ofHe obtained in ML’s are quite small~,1.0
eV!. Our results are similar to that of the interstitial diffu
sions and/or interstitial-like diffusions in other solids
shown in Table III. It is well know that the small values o
D0 and He are a general feature of interstitial diffusers
crystalline solid@e.g., transition metals diffusion ina-Zr,48

crystalline Si(c-Si) ~Ref. 49!#. The small values ofD0 and
He are even a general feature for interstitial-like diffusers
amorphous solid@e.g.,a-Si, amorphous alloys~a-alloys!#. In
comparison, the noninterstitial diffusers in both crystalli
and amorphous solids shown in Table III@e.g., Si~Ni! diffuse
in c-Si(c-Ni) by monovacancy mechanism, for Si diffusio
in c-Si in the range of 1493–1623 K,D0 and He
1.8031021 m2/s and 4.68 eV, respectively# have largerHe ,
and the values ofD0 are several orders in magnitude larg
than that of interstitial diffusion. The discrepancy is attri
uted to the diffusion mechanism difference among these
ids. The D0 and He are determined by the interdiffusio
mechanism and the change of the diffusion mechanism

.
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10 816 PRB 59WANG, BAI, ZHANG, ZHAO, ZHANG, AND WANG
show up in different features of the parameters. Based on
above analysis, the similarity between the interdiffusion
the ML’s and interstitial or interstitial-like diffusion in othe
solids, permit the hypothesis: the interdiffusion in M-M an
M-Si ML’s may be governed by an interstitial-like mech
nism. However, the microstructure of the ML’s with high
density interfaces are not thermodynamic stable. Sli
variations of the preparation parameters during the dep
tion process like the deposition rate and the substrate t
perature lead to high strain and a large number of none
librium defects in the ML’s. The strain and defects in t
ML’s must affect the interdiffusion. The high-density no
equilibrium defects in the ML’s could act as a fast diffusio
path50 and reduceDe andHe . Strain frequently exists in the
high-density interfacial ML’s because of the thermal expa
sion mismatch with the substrate and coherency strains
tween the sublayers. Even the strains can be relaxed by
nealing. They were found to remain at least partia
throughout the whole interdiffusion.13 The strains may caus
easing passage of the interstitial diffusers through ano
sublayer and also reduceHe .

D. Correlation between the atomic-size difference and
interdiffusion in the ML’s

As shown in Fig. 6, theDe is L dependent in the Fe-T
ML. In fact, this is a general feature resulting from the lar
chemical-potential gradient in compositional modulat
ML’s.13,25,26,32,51To compare the interdiffusion behavior i
various ML’s the bulk interdiffusivity, therefore, should b

TABLE III. A summary of theD0 , He, and diffusion mecha
nism for variousa-alloys and crystalline solids.c-Si, c-Ni are crys-
talline Si and Ni, respectively,a-Ni50Zr50 represents the amorphou
Ni50Zr50 alloy. In the diffusion-mechanism column,a stands for the
interstitial diffusion mechanism,b stands for the noninterstitial dif
fusion mechanism, andc for the interstitial-like diffusion mecha-
nism.

System
Diffusion

mechanism
D0

~m2/s!
He

~eV! Refs.

Ni in c-Si a 1.7931027 0.47 38
Ni in c-Ni b 5.031025 2.83 44
Si in c-Si b 1.831021 4.68 44
Ni in a-Ni50Zr50 c 1.731027 1.4 45
Fe in a-Fe91Zr9 c 3.131027 1.45 46
Zr in a-Fe91Zr9 b 2.131023 2.41 46
Fe in c-Si a 1.331027 0.68 49
Fe in a-Fe40Ni40B20 b 6.831023 2.39 40
Co in a-Ni50Zr50 c 3.731027 1.35 44
Co in c-Si a 9.031028 0.37 49
Co in a-Co89Zr11 c 8.231027 1.47 42
Au in a-Co89Zr11 b 7.931021 2.74 42
Cu in c-Si a 4.731027 0.43 49
Cu in a-Si c 5.0310211 1.2 43
Ag in a-Cu50Zr50 c 1.3310215 0.72 60
Au in a-Cu50Zr50 c 1.731027 1.55 60
Bi in a-Pd78Cu16Si6 b 3.69 39
Pt in a-Pd78Cu16Si6 c 1.39 39
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estimated. According to Cahn’s theory,25,26 the relation be-
tween effective interdiffusivity and bulk interdiffusivityDB
is given by

De5DBS 11
8p2k

f 9

1

L2D . ~6!

Assuming a regular solution model for the ML’s as discuss
by Greer and Spaepen,7 k and f 9 are given by

k/ f 95
DHmr 2

6~RT22DHm!
, ~7!

where DHm is the enthalpy of mixing of a system at th
equiatomic composition, andr is the interactomic distance
Substituting standard values52 for these variables, one ob
tains the values ofk, f 9, andk/ f 9, and then the bulk inter-
diffusivity DB . For Fe-Ti ML at 458 K, k5
24.1310210J/m, f 959.23109 J/m3, k/ f 9524.5
310220m2, andDB51.75310224m2/s. Figure 7 shows the
quotientDe /DB dependent ofL for Fe-Ti ML at 458 K. It
can be seen that theDe dependence ofL22 is significant for
ML’s with L less than 10 nm. WhenL is larger than 10 nm,
De'DB . The obtained values ofk/ f 9 and DB for other
ML’s are listed in Table IV.

Figure 8 displays theDB andHe of the M-M ML’s versus
the atomic radius difference of the constituentsDr /r in the
ML’s, where Dr 5r A2r B , r 5(r A1r B)/2, and r A , r B are
the atomic radius of the two constituents of the ML, resp
tively. The lines were drawn visually. It is seen thatDB and
He show a correlation with the atomic size difference for t
M-M ML’s. The ML with larger atomic-size difference ex
hibits faster interdiffusion and lower activation energy. Th
indicates that an atomic-size difference dependence ofDB
exists in the M-M ML’s. The interdiffusion data of the Pt-C
ML in Ref. 13 follows the trend as shown in Fig. 8. How
ever, the data ofDB andHe scatter so much that there is n
correlation betweenDB and Dr /r in the M-Si ML’s, as
shown in Fig. 9. The size dependence of diffusion coe
cients andHe were found to be the general features of t

FIG. 7. The relation betweenDe /DB andL for Fe-Ti ML at 458
K. The effective interdiffusivities dependence ofL is significant for
ML’s with smaller L, whenL is larger than 10 nm,De'DB .
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metal diffusion in M-M a-alloys, crystalline a-Ti, and
a-Zr.40,48,53,54This correlation is interpreted qualitatively a
being caused by different elastic distortions of the ma
during the thermal-activated jump of the differently siz
atom.53 A number of exceptions in the case of meta
metalloida-alloys have also been found.53,55The similarities
of the structural dependence between interdiffusion in
ML’s and a-alloys also indicate there is the similarity in th
diffusion mechanism between the two systems. The atom
size difference in the ML’s is an important effect on th
interdiffusion in ML’s, but it is only one of several factor
effecting the interdiffusion. The other factors are the co
figuration of the constituents and chemical factor. An ob
ous size difference dependent can be observed only if o

TABLE IV. The calculated values ofk, f 9, k/ f 9, and bulk
interdiffusivity D for various ML’s studied in this paper and Pt-C
ML in literature ~Ref. 13! at 458 K. Dr /r is the atomic-radius
difference of the constituents in the ML.

ML’s
Dr /r
~%!

k/ f 9
(10222 m2)

DB

~m2/s!

Fe-Mo 9.8 238.0 4.1310225

Pt-Co 10.6 278.2 3.4310225

Fe-Ti 14 2450.0 1.75310224

Ag-Bi 16.5 0.0035 2.0310223

Mo-Si 5.2 2100 5.2310225

Ni-Si 6.2 267.1 4.12310224

Ag-Si 8.7 265.1 8.22310224

Nb-Si 10.1 2124.8 2.68310224

FIG. 8. The bulk interdiffusivityDB of the metal-metal ML’s vs
the atomic-radius difference in the ML’s.Dr 5r A2r B , r 5(r A

1r B)/2, r A , andr B are the atomic radius of the two constituents
the ML, respectively. The line was drawn visually.DB andHe show
a correlation with the atomic-size difference for the M-M ML’s.
x

e
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-
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er

factors are negligible compared to the structural factor
seems that the structural effect in the studied M-Si ML’s a
less important compared with the M-M type ML’s.

It is found from a comparison of the interdiffusion i
Table II that the activation energies are lower in the M-
ML’s than in the M-Si ML’s. This may also result from th
size difference between the two types of ML’s. As is show
in Table II, M-Si ML’s have a relatively larger atomic-siz
difference than that of the metallic constituents in the M-
ML’s. We note that in the investigations of diffusion th
energy barrier for the same migrating species is gener
smaller in the M-M-type than in the M-Si-typea-alloys, and
the discrepancy has been correlated with the known size
ference between the M-M and M-Sia-alloys.56 As shown in
Table II, there is a basic size difference between the M
and M-Si ML’s. M-M-type ML’s, in which the constituents
have a larger atomic-size difference than that of M-Si ML
have a larger mismatch strain, and then results in the rela
lower value ofHe in M-M ML’s.

E. Proposal for interdiffusion mechanism in the reactive ML’s

An empirical correlation betweenD0 and He has been
observed and is known as the isokinetic relation in am
phous and crystalline alloys,57

ln D05 ln A1He /B, ~8!

which is expected to fulfill with specific parameterA andB
for a whole set of diffusion coefficients if they are based
a common diffusion mechanism. A plot of lnD0 andHe for
the interdiffusion data in this paper is presented in Fig.
The diffusion data reported in Zr-baseda-alloys,37 crystalline

FIG. 9. The bulk interdiffusivityDB of the metal-Si ML’s vs the
atomic-radius difference in the ML’s. The data ofDB andHe scatter
so much that there is no correlation betweenDB and Dr /r in the
M-Si ML’s.
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a-Zr, a-Ti,54 andc-Si ~Ref. 49! are also given in the figure
to see any distinct difference from the interdiffusion in t
ML’s. In spite of the relative large scatter, the diffusion p
rameters for the ML’s and Zr-baseda-alloys are obviously
correlated according to Eq.~8! with the values ofA andB as
9.8531022 m2/s and 0.053 eV, respectively. The paramet
A andB are almost the same within the experimental error
reported for othera-alloys.40,53,58,59,60 The value of A
(1.631027 m2/s) andB ~0.37 eV! in crystallinea-Zr, a-Ti,
and Si are quite different from those ofa-alloys and ML’s,
which means the different interstitial diffusion behaviors b
tween the crystallinea-Zr, a-Ti, Si, and ML’s. The observed
isokinetic relation betweena-alloys and ML’s further con-
firms that a similar diffusion mechanism is operating
ML’s and a-alloys. In fact, just likea-alloys, the ML’s with
a high density of interface and a large number of noneq
librium defects are in the metastable state, and they conta
large number of nonequilibrium defects. Combining with t
analysis in Sec. IV C, it can be concluded that the simila
in diffusion behavior between the ML’s anda-alloys is rea-
sonable. The diffusion, unlike in crystallinea-Zr, a-Ti, and
Si, is strongly affected by defects in the ML’s. The defects
the ML may act as trapping centers, and trap diffuser ato
temporarily and make the atoms undergo a trap-retarded
fusion, reducing the interdiffusivity by61 De5D f /@ I
1Ct exp(Ht /kBT)#, whereD f is the interstitial diffusivity in
hypothetical trapping-free ML’sCt and Ht are the atomic
fraction of traps and the binding enthalpy, respectively. T
decrease ofDe in ML’s results from the diffuser having to
pass through the trapping centers in ML’s.

From Fig. 10, one can see that the values ofD0 andHe in
the ML’s are smaller in several orders of magnitude than
a-alloys, even though they correlate according to Eq.~8!. It
is known thatD0 cannot be determined as accurately as
activation energy in the diffusion measurements; the sm

FIG. 10. The plot ofLnD0 and He for the ML’s Zr-based
a-alloys ~Ref. 37! and crystallinea-Zr, a-Ti ~Ref. 54!, and Si~Ref.
49!. The solid and dash lines are linear fit of the diffusion para
eters for the ML’s and Zr-baseda-alloys. The parametersA andB
obtained from the fit for the ML’s and Zr-baseda-alloys are obvi-
ously correlated according to the relation lnD05ln A1He /B with
the values ofA and B as 9.85310221 m2/s and 0.053 eV, respec
tively. The value ofA (1.631027 m2/s) andB ~0.37 eV! for crys-
talline a-Zr, a-Ti, and Si are quite different from those ofa-alloys
and ML’s.
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difference inD0 of even as much as an order of magnitude
not of major concern. In this case, however, the differen
are found to be more than ten orders of magnitude. S
differences can hardly be attributed to experimental erro
This diffusion characteristic was considered to result fro
the preexisting nonequilibrium defects in the ML’s with
shorter value ofL.7,32 D0 is related to defect byD0

5D0
f /Cta,48,43 where D0

f is the preexponential factor in
hypothetical defect-free ML,a the parameter related to th
binding entropy, the attempt frequency for an diffuser ato
and the number of defect sits available around a defect.
difference ofCt between crystal Si~0.1 ppm%! and amor-
phous Si~,1%! formed by deposition is in the order of 107.
So, the difference ofCt between a hypothetical defect-fre
ML and the studied ML should be less than 107. Therefore,
the significant difference inD0 cannot be totally attributed to
the fraction of the defect in ML’s. To interpret the results, w
pay particular attention toD0 , which displays a significan
difference among the crystalline solids,a-alloys, and ML’s.
Interdiffusion is governed largely by the local structural e
vironment and defects. With regard to long-range diffusio
the purely geometrical part of the disorder in the ML’s c
be discarded due to the quite well short-range order; the lo
microstructure in ML is close to that of crystalline solids. F
example, in M-Si ML’s, thea-Si and c-Si are similar in
local atomic microstructure.62 However, the defects in the
ML’s must be different from that in crystalline solids, be
cause theD0 and He for the interdiffusion in ML’s are ex-
tremely small. An extended nonequilibrium defect may
responsible for the interdiffusion in the unstable ML’s stru
tures. The extended defect is complex and involved a la
number of neighboring atoms, rather than the interstitial s
or monovacancy, which have been shown to govern the
fusion in crystalline. The conclusion is discussed in de
below. It is known thatD0 can be written as63

D05a2c fn0 expS DS

kB
D , ~9!

wherea is the mean-jump distance,c the geometric factor,f
the correlation factor,n0 the jump-attempt frequency, an
DS the change in the activation entropy during the jum
process.D0 is determined by the five terms. The significa
D0 differences of more than ten orders of magnitude
tween crystalline solids and ML’s must result from the lar
changes in these terms. Since the local microstructures
similar between the crystalline solids and ML’s, the const
c, which is geometric in origin, and the mean-jump distan
a could not be significantly different between the crystalli
solids and ML’s. For any reasonable diffusion mechani
and structure,f would vary between five to ten at most. Th
small changes of the three terms cannot account for theD0
differences between crystalline solids and ML’s. The jum
attempt frequencyn0 , usually taken to be the order of th
Debye frequency in crystal, is 1013/s. In thea-alloy, n0 was
observed to be in the order of 109/s.64 The values ofn0
would be roughly in the same order of magnitude as tha
the a-alloys, and the difference is about four orders of ma
nitude. Thus, the large differences betweenD0’s in crystal-
line solid and ML’s would be attributed to the entropy ter

-
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exp(DS/kB), e.g.,DS has to be large and negative. For diff
sion in crystalline solids,DS is of (3 – 5)k, which corre-
sponds to the single-atom diffuse with interstitialcy or mon
vacancy mechanism.65 DS in ML’s is estimated to be
2(8 – 15)kB.66 The large and negative value ofDS in the
ML’s indicate that the basic diffusion step in the ML’s is n
a single atom jumping into a vacancy or replacing an int
stitial site in the case of diffusion in crystalline solids, but t
collective motion of a group of atoms. The entropy
2(8 – 15)kB roughly corresponds to a cluster with 8 to 1
atoms, and the cluster may move in an interstitial w
through the nonequilibrium extended defects, possibly l
the free volume in liquid anda-alloys, which acts as diffu-
sion path in the ML’s. This suggestion is also consistent w
the smallerHe and the marked correlation between theD0
and He found for interdiffusion in these ML’s. The ex
tremely small values ofD0 andHe , displaying marked cor-
relation, are generally taken as evidence of a collec
atomic-diffusion mechanism in liquid anda-alloy. The
jumps of clusters of atoms have been observed in the
lecular dynamics studied of model glasses and a binary s
sphere mixture near the glass transition. The jump seem
be closely related to the low-frequency excitations in glass
and the groups of atoms are found to move in a caterp
motion between two nearby equilibrium positions, cor
sponding to small activation energies. The collective atom
movements resemble the atomic relaxation motion
a-alloys.60 Highly collective diffusion has also been su
gested in liquid anda-alloys,51,64 and there are several rea
sons to support the proposal of a collective mechanism
liquid, glasses, anda-alloys.60 The ML’s with a high density
of interface and a large number of nonequilibrium defects
in the metastable state. The local microstructure in ML
close to that ofa-alloys. The interdiffusion is governe
mainly by the local microstructure and defects. Therefo
the similarity in diffusion behavior and mechanism betwe
the ML’s anda-alloys is reasonable.

F. Relation between interdiffusion and SSIR in ML’s

SSIR’s are widely found in M-M and M-Si ML’s.1 The
SSIR results in the studied ML’s are listed in Table V. T
SSIR in ML’s is clearly kinetically, as well as thermody
namically constrained. No SSIR were observed in Ag-Bi a
Fe-Mo ML’s, for they do not satisfy the thermodynamic a
kinetic requirements of SSIR. Two general approaches
analyzing the kinetic constraint in SSIR are based

TABLE V. The results of solid-state interfacial reaction in th
ML’s. X is the crystalline compound.

ML’s
DB

~m2/s!
Reaction
results

Fe-Mo 4.1310225

Fe-Ti 1.75310224 Amorphous
Ag-Bi 2.0310223

Mo-Si 5.2310225 X
Ni-Si 4.12310224 Amorphous
Ag-Si 8.22310224 Amorphous
Nb-Si 2.68310224 Amorphous
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competitive-growth arguments67,68 and nucleation,21,69 re-
spectively. Both of the approaches, however, have limi
interpretation capabilities, due to their dependence on
known kinetic constants of interfacial energy and the kine
barriers. The SSIR can be better understood in terms of
interdiffusion behaviors pertinent to the ML’s.

To clarify the relation between the interdiffusion an
SSIR in the ML’s, a schematic plot of the free-energies d
gram for a ML consisting of pure elementsA andB sublayers
is illustrated in Fig. 11, which exhibits schematically th
SSIR trend of the ML. The free-energy curves for the a
deposited ML,G0 , A, andB solid solution in the form of a
crystalline phasea, b, respectively, a crystalline intermeta
lic X with a narrow composition range, and an amorpho
phase,M, with a broad composition range are shown in t
figure. This is the general case in the ML’s with negati
heat of mixing.67 As illustrated in the diagram,DG is the
driving force for the SSIR in the reactive ML, and the fo
mation ofX is favored in the view of energy point. Howeve
consider the schematic diagram in Fig. 12, where theX or M
embryo has formed in the interface between pureA and pure
B sublayers. In this case, An atoms inX or M would leaseX
or M to diffuse into solution on theB sublayer, andB will
leave X or M to go into solution on theA sublayer. This
would happen until theA andB solution adjacent to theX or
M embryo reachedxA,eq andxB,eq, or until X or M dissolved.
Therefore, an embryo ofX or M, regardless of its size, canno

FIG. 11. A schematic plot of the free-energy curves for t
as-deposited ML,G0 , A, andB solid solution in the form of crys-
talline phasea, b, respectively, a crystalline intermetallicX with
narrow composition range, and an amorphous phaseM with a broad
composition range.DG is the driving force for the SSIR in the
reactive ML. The figure exhibits schematically the SSIR trend
the reactive ML.

FIG. 12. A schematic illustration of crystalline particlesX or
amorphous particlesM forming in a ML consisting of pureA andB
sublayers.
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nucleate and grow between pureA and B sublayers, even
though the formation ofX or M would reduce the energy o
the ML systems. Similar analysis can demonstrate thatX or
M forms inside pureA or B sublayers as shown in Fig. 12
also impossible. Therefore, interdiffusion is required bef
SSIR between pure sublayers. The interdiffusion must p
cede the nucleation of a phase induced by the SSIR in
ML’s, because the nucleation and growth of a phase
involves a composition change requires diffusion of the c
stituent to form nuclei. The conclusion is consistent with t
interdiffusion experimental results in the ML, which sho
that there is a pure interdiffusion process before the S
happens.

It is known that ML’s with a strong SSIR trend display a
interdiffusional asymmetric.12 For example, the mobility of
Ni in a-Si is faster than that of Si in Ni in the interdiffusio
process of Ni-Si ML,15 so that the interdiffusion is approxi
mately equivalent to a single-diffusion process of the do
nant diffuser in the Si sublayers. LetA atoms diffuse much
faster in theb phase thanB atoms diffuse in thea phase, and
the interdiffusion is then considered as a single-diffus
process. In this case, as the interdiffusion proceeds with
ficiently low interdiffusivity, theX in b is the first possible
forming phase whenb reaches the compositionxA,eq, as
defined in Fig. 11. This kind of interfacial reaction has be
observed in Mo-Si ML. In the Mo-Si ML, where the inte
diffusion is very slow, the crystalline compound MoSi2 is the
first formation phase. IfX does not nucleate and the interd
fusion continues, it will next become possible to nucleateM
when a sufficient volume ofb reachesxM . Thus, the time
required for nucleation of theX or M, e.g., the time required
for interdiffusion to the point at which theX or M can nucle-
ate and grow, controls the SSIR products. If neither
stableX nor the metastable amorphous phase nucleateb
eventually reaches the compositionx0 , at which the solid
solution becomes supersaturated and unstable with respe
M. As a consequence,b would transform polymorphically to
M. It can be concluded that the SSIR in the ML’s is co
strained by the rate of interdiffusion and the rate of nuc
ation of the competitive phases. The appearance of the a
phization reaction in the ML’s indicates that the nucleati
of stableX is slow relative to interdiffusion and nucleation o
an amorphous phase. The thermodynamic and kinetic fac
were generally thought to govern the SSIR in the ML’s.67–69

In thermodynamics, the large negative heat of mixing p
vides the driving force for the SSIR. In kinetics, the ener
barrier for the nucleation, which involves the interfacial e
ergy, determines the SSIR phase selection, and the p
which has the higher nucleation rate or low-energy barrie
the favored forming phase in the interfacial reaction. Fr
the above analysis, it is concluded that SSIR is controlled
only by the driving force and energy barrier for nucleatio
but also by the interdiffusion rate in the ML’s. Because t
interdiffusion between the constituents is slow, it could
expected that unpolymorphic nucleation ofX and M would
be slow and the amorphization will be favored at compo
tion abovex0 and belowx1 by polymorphic transformation
That is, the possibly amorphous forming composition ran
is x0,x,x1 as illustrated in Fig. 11. In fact, the amorpho
phase induced by SSIR in the ML’s does form in the cen
composition range in the diagram.65 For example, for Ni/Si
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ML, the amorphous phase forms in the range 25–62 at N21

From these considerations, it can be seen that the interd
sivities have the significant effect on the phase selection
the SSIR in the ML’s.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The interdiffusion in metal-metal and metal-Si multilaye
was studied by using anin situ low-angle XRD method. The
pure interdiffusion process before the interfacial reactions
the ML’s was clearly separated from the subsequent inte
cial reactions by taking advantage of the unique compo
tionally modulated ML’s and thein situ low-angle XRD
method. The interdiffusivities were accurately measured
various ML’s. The obtained values ofDe for the ML’s are in
the range of 10223– 10225m2/s and they are much lowe
compared with the extrapolation of the published hig
temperature diffusion data in bulk alloys, pure metals, a
crystalline silicon. However, they are similar to those r
ported in many other ML’s anda-alloys. The obtained inter-
diffusion coefficients are temperature dependence and ca
described by the Arrhenius relation. The values of the pre
ponential factorD0 and activation energyHe for interdiffu-
sion in the M-M and M-Si ML’s are much smaller than th
impurity-diffusion coefficients in crystalline solids. The ex
tremely smallD0 in the ML’s is about the same order i
magnitude as that of liquid metals and amorphous allo
The values of the activation energy in the ML’s are less th
1.0 eV, which are similar to that of the interstitial diffusion
and/or interstitial-like diffusions in other solids. The interdi
fusion coefficient data and the activation energy in the st
ied M-M ML’s were found to correlate with the atomic-siz
difference between the constituents in the ML’s. The int
diffusion parametersD0 andHe agree with an experimenta
correlation lnD05ln A1He/B that appears to be valid fo
diffusion in a-alloys and crystalline Zr, Ti, and Si.

A comparison of the interdiffusion parameters and beh
ior between thea-alloys and crystalline Si,a-Zr, and a-T
suggests that the interdiffusion mechanism in the ML’s
analogies with that in thea-alloys. The extremely small val
ues ofD0 and the marked correlation between theD0 andHe
for interdiffusion in ML’s indicate that the interdiffusion
may involve the jumping of clusters consisting of 8–15
oms instead of the single-atom jump. These atoms col
tively move in a complicated way between the extended n
equilibrium defects by thermal activation in the ML’s.

It is demonstrated that the interdiffusion has close re
tions with the SSIR in the binary ML’s, the interdiffusio
must precede the interfacial reactions and occur be
nucleation of any possible phase in the ML’s. The preced
interdiffusion combining with the thermodynamic drivin
force and energy barrier for nucleation constraints the ph
selection and favors the amorphous formation in polym
phic transition in SSIR of the ML’s.
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